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ABSTRACT

Researchers are more and more requested to publish their scientific data sets for purposes of transparency, re-use, and reproducibility. Particularly in economics and the social sciences, researchers often use sensitive statistical data that underlie protection policies which inhibit distribution to third party archives. In addition, a considerable quantity of data sets combines data from one or more external providers, which complicates the setting for curation-related activities. These circumstances give us reason to pursue a data restore model on the basis of fine-grained referencing that allows to trace data provenance to the original archive in charge of curation. One goal is to enable data publication in difficult cases, and another one is to show how the gaps between data citation and code integration can be closed in order to eliminate all manual efforts of arranging code and data files for reproduction attempts. On this basis we develop the requirements for a data restore model and elaborate a generic design in view of an overall data management infrastructure. We further explore an experimental implementation which we validate by taking the example of a real-world publication in economics. Eventually we close with the vision of a data and code ontology that carries statistical models from paper to a re-usable semantic level.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

H.3.5 [Online Information Services]: Data sharing; H.3.7 [Digital Libraries]: Miscellaneous; I.2.4 [Knowledge Representation Formalisms and Methods]: Semantic networks
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1. INTRODUCTION

Repeatability of research results is a fundamental criterion in science. Experiments must lead to the same findings when conducted by other persons or in other environments, under the premise of keeping relevant and considered parameters constant. In computational research, this remains unverified in many cases due to various reasons. One of them is the plain fact that the supporting data is often unavailable to others which gives rise for a more organized and open data management practice. While a scientific publication is commonly understood as synonymous with a peer-reviewed article alone, program code and data take the role of nice-to-have additional material only that rarely find their way to the public.

Transparency and verification of results not only are gustures of good scientific practice but essential if the statements published in the name of science are to reflect profound and solid knowledge. The problem might be less significant in technical domains where relevant theories and best practices would be validated eventually as soon as they are applied. Decision makers in public sector and industry, however, often rely on surveys and studies which do not necessarily have to stand proof when made use of. The case of a research study on cultural integration of immigrants in the UK shows that inconsistencies occur in the social sciences as well. The data was available to the community which allowed other researchers to investigate and after all heavily criticize their publication as its results could not be reproduced. To underscore their critique, they published the source code of their own analyses online and in this way called for clarification. The original authors responded with an errata in which they acknowledged the faults. At the same time, they presented a modified version of the statistical model they had applied and managed to produce the previous findings again while admitting that “the results are now less clear-cut and [they lost] statistical significance”.

Data availability was the key for verification in the example above. Yet, when it comes to analyses and the methods applied, textual reports typically lack many of the algorithmic details needed for reproduction or re-use after all. Altogether, the media type itself seems rather unsuitable for this purpose, which is why there are many voices in the scientific community promoting the idea of program code to
be included as substantial artefacts along with the article. In this sense, some researchers even view source code as the main contribution. This viewpoint is often referred to as the Claerbout principle: “An article about computational science in a scientific publication is not the scholarship itself, it is merely advertising of the scholarship. The actual scholarship is the complete software development environment and the complete set of instructions which generated the figures” [1] [11]. In support of this view 20 investigated reproducibility in econometrics and pointed out how software tools can be used to organize data, code, and documentation in this domain. As part of a replication study they have also shown that important details are missing in the two example papers examined and filled in the blanks by publishing source code and data of the eventually successful replication attempts.

Both, data and code resources make a valuable contribution if findings are to be reproducible and re-usable in computational research. And yet, there is more to be considered. A comprehensive review of the JOMC data+code archive revealed that provenance information for the data used is often incomplete and that submitted code does not reproduce the results either [23]. It is not uncommon that even the original authors have difficulties understanding the details of their own work only few months after publishing already. Apparently, these issues are faced in many other areas of computational research too [15] [16] [31] [10] which can be understood as a problem of insufficient documentation.

With the increasing use of statistics software [14] these problems emerge in empirical research in general where more and more statisticians promote the use of literate programming techniques [22] [29] which combine report text and coding in single executable scripts in a way that clarifies the link between research code, the figures produced, and the findings naturally. In both of the examples above, the authors made use of the literate programming tool Sweave [21] so that their reports can be generated again, from data processing to generating the report document, under the premise that the data is given and the system environment allows for correct execution.

Empirical research is often based on sensitive data that cannot be shared easily. One solution to this problem is to transform such data into anonymized public-use files that can be distributed without infringements of data protection. But doing so requires careful verification in terms of cell sizes and de-anonymization and requires additional efforts, often on the researchers’ side. Moreover, researchers hesitate to publish their own data if incentives are not clear, especially when they had a lot of work producing it. In addition, data is often obtained from several sources and the mere citation of them does not give any details on the file formats used or way of composition as used as input for the computer program.

In this paper we aim to overcome these challenges for the domain of statistical data and elaborate on a holistic solution to enable the exact reconstruction of individual research data sets as used originally by a researcher. We pursue the idea of a data restore model that is based on fine-grained data referencing as described in earlier works [3] where further background and motivation is explained more thoroughly. Since this referencing technique can be viewed as means for precise citation, the linkup to provenance and further documentation on the particular data version is given which again contributes to clarity. The idea is to equip researchers with means that make full transparency possible even in difficult settings of protected and distributed data sources, so that reconstruction remains a question of access permission only. The restore model is designed to bridge the gaps between data citation and program code and to seamlessly integrate with preferred research tools, so that no further manual work is required in setting up data and code resources for replication attempts. Eventually, the goal is to provide researchers with the ability to close all missing links from data sources and processing to figure plotting and report generation as to create trust in their findings which from another perspective could be an incentive to do so. On the basis of this data restore model, we elaborate the requirements it carries on the entire information infrastructure between researchers, archives, and libraries.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we discuss related work relevant to our approach. The requirements for a data restore model are elaborated in Section 3 by which we develop a generic solution. An experimental implementation is presented in Section 4 where we explore its application in context of a case study from economics. Finally, we conclude in Section 5 with summary and outlook on future work and present a vision that illustrates the potential of this approach.

2. RELATED WORK

The problem of reproducibility in computational research has been addressed by many. If re-execution of experiments is the goal, it is necessary to capture information on the entire system environment used in order to make sure respective processes can be performed under the same parameters [27] [28]. This alone is a very hard problem already, because the chain of dependencies in terms of hardware and software has to be captured and restored to the very detail. In this regard, [20] illustrates how the problem of software dependencies for computational research could be solved with the help of build scripts such as make files. Nevertheless, the achievements in this area seem promising, and the opportunities for application such as [21] are great. As the goal of our research is to find means for precise reconstruction of data sets and direct integration with program code, these approaches make a good complement.

Particularly for the domain of empirical research, we found the literate programming approach very appealing as it seems light-weight and suitable for the many, less complex scenarios. It interweaves source code and text for the report, so that all processing steps are already quite well-documented. Tools like Sweave [21] or Knitr [4] are already accepted as helpful means to reproduce analyses and document its steps [22] [29] and therefore suitable for the reproduction of research results.

Source code for computational research does not need to be executable in order to make a valuable contribution to transparency as it is a detailed documentation of the processing and a valuable resource as such, which is part of the argumentation in [14]. The Verifiable Computational Research community aims to collect data, code and intermedi-
ate results of research processes as a trace to make findings verifiable. Their automatic capturing process is integrated with the researchers’ workflow, and hence successful as well as unsuccessful attempts can be reviewed eventually. We share their view in a pragmatic sense. The code does not need to be executable, if it is, the better. Either way, source code should be picked up as part of the publication material whenever possible.

One of the main problems in empirical research, however, is that a large amount of the data used is sensitive and hence protected, or underlies certain usage rights due to commercial use. Therefore the problem of data availability cannot be solved as the legal situation simply prohibits the further distribution to other parties. But recently, as a result of the Open Data movement a large degree of data sets has been made publicly available by governments, statistics offices and research organizations. This data can be used for research, but is not always citable or referencible in a way it is required for scientific publications like using persistent identifiers. The publication of such data as Linked Open Data allows a precise identification and recurrence of single entities such as data sets or particular indicators. Furthermore, by using the Linked Science Ontology abstract research processes can be modelled and represented. But, this ontology does not address the issues of data access and availability.

3. THE DATA RESTORE MODEL

We begin this section by developing the requirements for a data restore model. Subsequently, we elaborate a generic design and discuss its implication on an overall data management infrastructure and the workflows involved.

3.1 Requirements

In the following, we want to develop the ideas of a referencing technique and take into account the recommendations formulated by which we refer to using parentheses (A-J). Whichever data management solution is applied eventually should fit to the researchers’ workflows and practices in order to be effective and thus accepted. In the ideal case, researchers can use their preferred tools with no further hassle preparing anything at the time of data submission. On the side of reuse, there should not be any efforts in composing and organizing these resources either, meaning that no puzzling and manual tinkering in organizing data and code is required to make it run. Location and structure of data files on the local file system should be inherently specified, so that it integrates perfectly with the code.

There are plenty of prevailing file formats, ranging from CSV, XML, Excel, entire RDBMS dumps to specific software-dependent and even unknown individual “raw” types of formats. McCullough et al. recommend the use of ASCII encoding (D) for the benefit of re-usable data. On the side of re-use, there should not be any efforts in composing and organizing these resources either, meaning that no puzzling and manual tinkering in organizing data and code is required to make it run (F partly). Location and structure of data files on the local file system should be inherently specified, so that it integrates perfectly with the code.

As a result of this discussion we formulate the following requirements for the data restore model:

- Data should be available as UTF-8, we want to pursue the idea of self-describing documents with information on its own encoding contained. A format-independent solution should be found whereas most importantly, any restored data set must equal the original as to perfectly integrate with the code in the end (E). Thus, we note that data citation by persistent identifier (as is the current practice in data publishing) is not sufficient for this purpose, since these identifiers point to data sets on a more abstract level only and do not distinguish or specify a particular format.

Further, the data restore model should be applicable for protected data as well (supports G). This might sound surprising to the reader as sensitive data cannot be shared per se and a restore concept appears redundant. Nevertheless, we want to make the point that the spectrum from open to closed data is gradual, since some data is access-restricted only and can be obtained under certain policies and regulations. Whether or not a data set can be handed out should be a question on legal level only, the restore technique itself, however, should cater for these cases as to give means for repeatability in every scenario.

Regardless, pointers to the provenance of data should be available that give documentation and further background such as contact information for any version being used. While new persistent identifiers are commonly given for major data updates and releases only, those versions with minor bugs fixes cannot be referred to with precision so far (H). The use of versioning systems could help identify individual releases at detailed level (I) which should integrate seamlessly with the data restore model. Eventually, references to service points providing this information should be given along with the submission material. This could further be realized with Web Services that accept requests for information or data content on a technically fully supported level, so that up-to-date user assistance can be provided directly within the tools used in a research environment (J).

In contrast to the copy-based approach, the referencing technique allows data and documentation to be maintained at one responsible archive only, with the result that no duplicate efforts have to be made in terms of data curation which is particularly relevant in cases where (several) external sources were used. This improves quality of service as all enquiries about data can be answered with the highest possible level of expertise available and gives a clear view on responsibilities in addition.

6Otherwise, data would need to be converted back and forth which causes trouble whenever a character has no representation in the ASCII standard
7Most data agencies offer download in various formats while the content is filed under the same persistent identifier.
8Surely, an author can give a note on the time of data download or acquisition in the paper. This is rarely practiced, and data reconstruction in this case again involves vagueness and human efforts.
9Authentication can be realized using SSL for example. If transfer via internet is considered too insecure, the API can be used to collect data requests as such and to initiate the procedure according to the respective policies.
1. **Equality**: A data file restored by the model must equal its original on character level\(^\text{10}\) so that it integrates perfectly with the software and program code used by the researcher.

2. **Protection**: The model must be applicable for protected data (closed data) as well, in strict accordance with secured protection.

3. **Curation**: Using the model, data maintenance and curation needs to be done for the original copy only, right at the responsible archive, whereas documentation can be distributed efficiently on the basis of harvesting techniques.

4. **Usability**: The method should integrate seamlessly with the researchers’ workflows and comply with their preferred tools.

5. **Formats**: The method should be sustainable and applicable to common, alternative, unknown and future data formats.

6. **Traceability**: The technique itself must be traceable, so that references to data content can be followed efficiently, by humans and machines.

7. **API**: The data restore model should include pointers to Web Services that provide documentation, contact information or, if applicable, the actual data content upon request.

### 3.2 Designing the model

The requirements can be realized in several ways. However, giving freedom to researchers to use or reuse data in their preferred environments and associated formats needs careful consideration. Data could be offered in a variety of formats, each version provided with means for persistent identification, so that data citation as well as seamless code integration is ensured. But this approach requires program code to function on complete data sets, which impedes usability considering that researchers typically select slices of indicators and observations\(^\text{11}\) for input to their programs. Further, the approach would lead to multiple persistent identifiers for content-wise identical data and complicate bibliometric measures. These conditions suggest the use of a primary data representation from which all other formats can be derived whereas one referencing method only is needed to serve all scenarios. As a consequence, such model must give means for identification of any possible data slice from global scope. Pointers to respective repositories in combination with structured queries (such as SQL or SPARQL) could be a solution. A challenge in this approach, however, is that such queries produce result sets in the shape of tables which yet need to be transformed into this unspecified format as used by a researcher. In the following, we elaborate a model that aims to overcome these challenges.

The model has to make sure that individual data slices and values can be identified without ambiguity in the long term. As we could not find an established data model for statistical data that is not subject to change and incorporates versioning at the same time, we discarded model-based queries and decided to use identifiers for every single value of a data set. The number of IDs needed is certainly high and questions of scalability raise immediately. On the other side, the IDs we are going to introduce can as well be interpreted as single-result queries or as the variables of a regular query. However, we would like to have a discussion on this naïve approach and leave the investigation of scalability for now. We will introduce the concept of a data template which is based on the idea to replace every value within a data file with its associated ID, so that the original file can be restored again simply by replacing them back with its associated values. This could also help solve some of the problems in using linked data for scientific purposes\(^\text{6}\),\(^\text{7}\) which will be the basis of the model.

With the ongoing linked open data movement, awareness and knowledge about semantic technologies and the RDF data model has found its way to many application domains, among which the domain of statistical data\(^\text{12}\). These technologies break down the separation between black box data bundles and attached metadata as they interweave data with its documentation. The data content is more accessible and interpretable to machines which sets the stage for a variety of new applications, e.g. for data retrieval\(^\text{13}\).

### 3.3 Workflows

If implemented in big scale as a holistic information infrastructure for research data management in statistics, the presented approach has further implications on workflows and gives ideas for a big picture. Data archives could offer the download of data templates along with the actual data, so that researchers have the precise references right from the beginning of their research. Alternatively, researchers could pull the data on the basis of these data templates alone from within their research tool, provided that a respective plugin is available. The advantage in the latter case is that this procedure could be embedded within their program code and no further modifications on data and code need to be done at the time of publishing. The researcher simply submits code and data templates, and other researchers can rerun the same analysis without any manual arrangements or collection of resources, simply by executing the code.

In case the researcher used own data, the data would have to be submitted to an affiliated archive\(^\text{14}\) beforehand where the respective data template and IDs involved are generated first. At this point, metadata on provenance and other documentation should be collected which can be supported through scientific workflow systems\(^\text{15}\). The archive returns the template to the researcher who can then publish it in the same way as described above. This procedure must be supported with tools for mapping and ID generation. Furthermore, these tools should provide for further semantic annotation of the content (using the RDF Data Cube Vocabulary for example) so that documentation about the data is available as well. Figure\(^\text{1}\) outlines the overall process.

---

\(^{10}\) Depending on character encoding and operating system, the files may differ on bitstream level while the textual content is equal.

\(^{11}\) e.g. selection of certain indicators and reference periods from large time series data


\(^{13}\) Researchers have to archive their data, either locally or at another archive. By "affiliated archive" we denote this repository.
4. EXPERIMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we present a prototype implementation of the data restore model and a plugin called *ddocks*\(^{14}\) for the computing environment R. Since literate programming already is a prominent approach to replicability in the computational statistics community \([22]\) (particularly supports recommendation \(A\)) we want to demonstrate how the plugin can further strengthen this concept.

In the following, we explain the concept of data templates by taking the example of two data sets from the sources of \([20]\). A description of the *ddocks* plugin implementation follows thereafter, and a basic validation is given at the end of this section which we have incorporated as part of the Sweave sources for the article the reader is currently looking at. The source code is available on GitHub, and respective links are given at the bottom of each subsection.

4.1 Generating the Data Templates

The data template contains a header section in which we can specify encoding and tokens that are used to identify IDs within the template. In addition, we also declare Web Service addresses for every namespace used (which is only one for our example) under the pragmatic assumption that every namespace can be associated with one archive providing one such Web Service for data enquiries.

We used a simple script that scans any given input text file for contained values using a regular expression which was specially designed for the data of our example. For every identified value a static counter variable increments by one which is used to generate the value ID. We could have used the plain counter value as such, but we decided to hash it only to highlight that these IDs need no meaningful structure at all. In combination with the examplary archive namespace `http://demoarchive.demo/data/` we obtain full URIs for all values, making them referenceable worldwide from any context. To obtain the body of a data template, all values are replaced with their abbreviated URIs and surrounded with angle brackets for parsing purposes. A \(^{15}\)

\[\text{ddocks} \text{ is short for data} \text{ docks} \text{ which is meant to reflect the “transshipment” character of the interface between data retrieval and processing.}\]

4.2 The R-Plugin

The signature of *ddocks*\textit{\_restore}, the only function offered by the plugin, expects two parameters. The first parameter is a connection object from which the data template will be read. The second parameter specifies the target file the restored content will be saved to.

First, *ddocks* interprets the information given in the header. Using the declared open and close tokens, it collects all IDs occurring in the template body and organizes them by namespace which is the key to identify the respective data repository. Iterating over these namespaces, the values are queried from the associated SPARQL endpoint\([4]\) and replace the IDs in the template body which is then written to the target file.

We run this procedure for the two data templates we have generated earlier

\[\text{R> ddocks\_restore}(\text{+ file("./data\_templates/data\_dj.ddocks"),\text{+ targetfile="data\_dj"})}\]

\[\text{R> ddocks\_restore}(\text{+ file("./data\_templates/rk\_raw.ddocks"),\text{+ targetfile="rk\_raw"})}\]

and reproduce the data files on the local file system. *ddocks* takes these files as a cache and skips when the restore command is run again, so that the data does not have to be reconstructed every time the code is executed. Researchers could embed these calls within their source code to load the data by template at the beginning of their analyses without being bothered again, and no further modifications are needed at the time of publishing.

\[\text{https://github.com/dbahls/ddocks-utils.git}\]

\[\text{https://github.com/dbahls/ddocks.git}\]

---

\(^{14}\) *ddocks* is short for data docks which is meant to reflect the “transshipment” character of the interface between data retrieval and processing.

\(^{15}\) This is done in bundles so as not to query every single value separately. Then again, as to avoid oversized queries, these bundles are limited to a number of 30 IDs per query.
4.3 Validation

We validate this experimental implementation with respect to the requirements developed in Section 3.1. As this approach is based on URIs, namespaces can be used to identify archives, and in combination with locally organized IDs every single value of any data set can be referenced from any context (Traceability). The requirement item Curation is addressed as well, because data can be referenced with precision and maintenance of every data can be done in one place. Since the use of RDF allows us to add an additional link between ID and value, we can separate the two and disclose all information about the data in very detail in machine-understandable form, and yet protect the values (Protection). Furthermore, when every value can be referenced from anywhere, a simple technique can be applied to enable format-independent reconstruction of data files for which we introduced the concept of a data template. Particularly the document-specific declaration of tokens enables a format-independent solution (Formats) as this flexibility allows us to avoid syntactical clashes with the particular data format used. We have used SPARQL endpoints as a generic implementation of the API which only served for the purpose of data retrieval. For actual application, a more elaborated API should be developed that could be based on Web Services.

Eventually, we have to show that the restored files equal their originals on character level (Equality). If the two expressions

```R
R> all.equal(
+  readLines("data.dj"),
+  readLines("koenker-zeileis-09/data.dj"))
[1] TRUE
```

and

```R
R> all.equal(
+  readLines("rk.raw"),
+  readLines("koenker-zeileis-09/rk.raw"))
[1] TRUE
```

evaluate to TRUE we have successfully validated the approach in terms of functionality.

We also inserted the two restore calls above in the source code of our example paper [20] right before the load-data calls respectively, and running Sweave on it produced a report identical to the published article [16].

https://github.com/dbahls/paper-restore-model.git

5. SUMMARY, VISION AND OUTLOOK

The ideas presented in this work can be used to offer data and code behind research publications, which increases transparency, re-use, and reproducibility. We have formulated requirements on the basis of the recommendations in [23] and further followed the idea of fine-grained data referencing in our data restore model. The introduced concept of data templates uses precise pointers to the original data sources and can be disseminated freely as they do not disclose sensitive content. Since data files can be restored in the format used by the researcher, the template technique closes the gaps between data citation and program code integration. The ddocks prototype illustrates how the restore model can be applied in a way that enables a “one-click” solution for re-running analyses on other systems provided that users have permission to acquire the data and system dependencies are resolved. Especially if linked with research articles, the resources can be used in tutorials to teach computational research in practice, serve as re-usable research resources, or can be used within review-processes. With the precise identification of values, data provenance can be clarified comprehensively whereas responsibilities for maintenance and documentation of a data set are left to one archive respectively, so that harvesting techniques can be used efficiently to carry forward documentation, notes and updates about the data.

Assigning URIs to single data values sets the stage for integration with RDF which has potential for valuable applications. A semantic model could offer researchers to run same analyses on updated data with no efforts on data retrieval and composition. While most statistical models today exist on paper only, the current work on reproducibility allows to rerun it again on the original or updated data, and the vision is to make them re-usable for other data as well. A re-
search publication could remain more relevant for extended periods of time if its predictive model on time series data for example can still be used on new records while the specific results of a published article may no longer be relevant to the community. Linked with thesauri, researchers could find these models by topic and re-use them in their own context while valuable user assistance can be given automatically if the semantic annotations specify clearly the kind of data it can process meaningfully.

Moreover, these models could serve as an input for the artificial intelligence community as they often describe measures for abstract concepts like *living standards* or justice which are typically hard to model. Although these models are and should always be debatable, the semantic linkage to statistical indicators gives information on aspects that are relevant for understanding these concepts. Further, predictive models could be combined in ensembles trained with machine learning techniques to further increase accuracy, which might again serve the computational statistics community for the purpose of reproducible research. Springer-Verlag, Berlin, New York, 1995.

Considering the coupling of data or data references with code and the report text of a research publication eventually, the idea of a *data and code ontology* comes up that models the interconnection between data, code and research results in detail. Moreover, it could also be used to model algorithmic transitions from original to intermediate and result data sets, which would help clarify data provenance and allow for reproduction from open intermediate data sets while original data might be closed an unaccessible. We want to explore this scenario on the basis of [2] for which Sweave sources are available while the data set is access-restricted. Yet, scalability remains to be tested in regard to curation efforts and technical performance. We will investigate the design and development of a data and code ontology in future work for which we take into account recommendation (C) in [23] and other [20] [11] [15] [26] for the purpose of replicability in computational research.
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